
NERR Meeting 22nd January 2008 Report

Clubs Present: RNYC
SYC
T & HYC
WYC
John Kennedy, Rating Officer
Marin Forster, Webmaster
Apologies were received from T & HYC

Website issues were discussed. The problems with the copy facility within the
program, along with entering new owners. Martin has now identified these and will
address them.

Other issues such as certificates, time test etc were all down to popup blockers
which need to be switched off to operate the program.

Concern over the tight “date format” was discussed but Martin demonstrated that
most formats are accepted

John Kennedy tabled a new set of figures that initially looked to be the best so far
as it generally brought the cruising boats more in line with where they should be.
Although the “sporty boats” were still a potential problem

However after some discussion John tried a move in the TCF curve which again
improved the figures.  The meeting left John with one more suggested curve
alteration which he went away to produce.

It was hoped that the final figures could be agreed by email

Management Problems with older boats that have been on the database for a long
time. It was decided if a newer version has been measured the older ones should be
corrected to the modern data.

Keels.. A correction to some boats will need to be made on the website where they
currently are measured with a Medium C o G keel and now will be calculated as a
high C o G (eg Hustler SJ30, Hustler 30 Pegasus 800 etc)

Areas for discussion

IRC Has now produced a list of keel types with drawings,  These fall largely in the
same categories as our Keel configurations

Mainsail roaches left on the agenda for future discussion

Date of Next meeting if necessary TBA


